L2- AND L1-NORM APPLIED TO INVERSION OF NONHYPERBOLIC TRAVEL-TIME
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ABSTRACT. Several nonhyperbolic multiparametric travel-time approximations were tested to perform the velocity analysis in the last decade. The previous works studied not only the accuracy but also the complexity concerning the topology of the objective function and the statistical distribution. However, the variation of the norm was poorly studied. As some approximations presented very good results, it is important to understand the behavior of the application of the L1-norm rather than the L2-norm. Therefore, it was selected an approximation which showed the best set of results so far. Thus, this approximation was compared to the L2- and L1-norm aiming to observe its behavior for a PP and a PS reflection event. With this set of information, it is possible to evaluate what kind of improvement the L1-norm can bring for this kind of analysis.
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RESUMO. Diversas aproximações não-hiperbólicas multiparamétricas de tempos de trânsito foram testadas para realizar a análise de velocidades na última década. Trabalhos anteriores estudaram não apenas a precisão, mas também a complexidade de topologia da função objetivo e a distribuição estatística destas aproximações. Entretanto, a variação de norma foi pouco estudada. Como algumas aproximações apresentaram resultados muito bons, é importante entender o comportamento da aplicação da norma L1 ao invés da L2. Portanto, foi selecionada uma aproximação que apresentou o melhor conjunto de resultados até o momento. Dessa forma, esta aproximação foi comparada com as normas L2 e L1, visando observar seu comportamento para eventos de reflexão PP e PS. Com esse conjunto de informações, é possível avaliar que tipo de melhoria a aplicação da norma L1 pode trazer para este tipo de análise.
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INTRODUCTION

For several problems in signal processing the L2-norm is used, once the least squares error approximate solution is preferred for this kind of tasks. However, the L1-norm can be preferable in many situations, due to the fact that a complex topology of objective function with small distortions can be attenuated with the least absolute deviation (Khaleelulla, 1982; Bourbaki, 1987).

In seismic processing, some events can result in a very complex topology of the objective function, once the large offsets with layered media, the converted PS waves and the use of OBN (Ocean Bottom Nodes) data cause a strong nonhyperbolicity to the reflection event. The velocity analysis suffers significantly with this problem while the inversion procedure is being performed. Many approximations were developed in the last decades (e.g. Malovichko, 1978; Muir & Dellinger, 1985; Slotboom, 1990; Alkhalifah & Tsvanki, 1995; Li & Yuan, 2001; Ursin & Stovas, 2006; Blias, 2009) to deal with the different causes of the nonhyperbolicity with different parameters and different complexities.

Recent works (e.g. Zuniga et al., 2015, 2016a,b, 2017; Zuniga, 2017) showed not only the accuracy comparison among these nonhyperbolic approximations, but also the complexity analysis study concerning the objective function. This kind of test was important to understand the behavior of each approximation related to their statistical distributions. It was observed that some approximations showed always a unimodal behavior with a global and one or more local minimum regions (e.g. Muir & Dellinger, 1985; Li & Yuan, 2001), some always presented a unimodal behavior with only the global minimum region (e.g. Malovichko, 1978; Slotboom, 1990; Alkhalifah & Tsvanki, 1995), and others both behavior varying with the model (e.g. Ursin & Stovas, 2006; Blias, 2009), as observed by Zuniga et al. (2018).

As the use of the L1-norm can attenuate and even suppress the local minimum regions or subtle features, it is important to understand what kind of improvement in can be obtained. As the approximation proposed by Li & Yuan (2001) showed the best results in recent works concerning the accuracy, it was selected to be tested to understand if even a nonhyperbolic approximation with a complex topology of the objective function can have its results significantly improved with the L1-norm.

It is possible to compute the relative errors between the calculated curves with the nonhyperbolic multiparametric approximation and the observed curve of the reflection events of the chosen Model. The RFM (Residual Function Maps) can be used to study the structure of the objective function aiming to analyze the complexity of its topology. The accuracy analysis can be performed with the Li & Yuan (2001) approximation for the conventional wave reflection event (PP) and the converted wave event (PS) and for both L2- and L1-norm. Thus, it is possible to find whether the L1-norm can provide more reliable results during the travel-time curves inversion.

OFFSHORE MODEL STUDIED

In the Table 1, presents the parameters of the Model used for this study. This Model is an offshore layered model with a carbonate reservoir ($V_P = 4010$ m/s and $V_S = 2012$ m/s). It is sealed by a salt structure composed by the 3rd, 4th and 5th layers.

The salt structure can be more easily observed in Figure 1, where the variations of the physical properties are shown.

In Figure 2, it is possible to observe the ray tracing generated by a simulation with parameters of the Model. The travel-time curves of the PP reflection event and the PS reflection event were generated (Margrave, 2000, 2003; Thorbecke & Draganov, 2012).

Table 1 – The parameters of the Model: Layer thickness ($\Delta z$), P-wave velocity ($V_P$), S-wave velocity ($V_S$) and $V_P/V_S$ ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>$\Delta z$ (m)</th>
<th>$V_P$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$V_S$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$V_P/V_S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2157</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>3505</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>4030</td>
<td>2190</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>5005</td>
<td>2662</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1485</td>
<td>4220</td>
<td>2210</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NONHYPERBOLIC MULTIPARAMETRIC TRAVEL-TIME APPROXIMATION

The Equation 1, the approximation proposed by Li & Yuan (2001), has a nonhyperbolic parameter, the $\gamma$ parameter, previously studied by Li & Yuan (1999), and based on the anisotropic parameters of Thomsen (1986). This approximation considers the CP (Conversion Point) aiming to control the effects of a
Figure 1 – P-wave velocity ($V_p$), S-wave velocity ($V_s$) and $V_p/V_s$ ratio profiles of the Model.

Figure 2 – Ray tracing of the (A) PP wave reflection event and (B) PS wave reflection event of the Model.
In this work, the focus is to observe the variation of behavior between L2- and L1-norm for each reflection travel-time event (PP and PS) with the selected approximation.

In the Figure 3A, it is possible to observe a complex structure of the objective function, with the global minimum region and a local minimum one, with a significant variation between the maximum and the minimum regions. The variation of the structure alongside both axes is very similar, what shows a sensibility resembling between the velocity of the event and the nonhyperbolicity parameter. It is clearly observed that the $\gamma$ parameter must be always higher than 0, and when this parameter is 1, there is an inconsistency in the topology, due to the fact that when $\gamma = 1$, the Li & Yuan (2001) becomes the hyperbola equation (Dix, 1955). Thus, it can be suggested that the local minimum region of this approximation is associated to the transition of the hyperbolic behavior.

In the Figure 3B, the application of the L1-norm brought a very similar structure of the objective function, with no variation concerning the statistical distribution. However, the global minimum region and the local minimum region are apparently more correlated, and the most interesting observation is the narrower global minimum region, with a more abrupt structure, fact that is important to perform a more accurate and faster inversion.

For the PS converted event (Fig. 4), it is possible to observe in Figure 4A, a structure similar to the Figure 3A, however with a displacement of the structure associated to the variation of the set of parameters, what was already observed in previous works. However, the characteristics of the structure are very similar to the PP reflection event.

Concerning the application of the L1-norm for this event (Fig. 4B), there is a more related local and global minimum region, but not so strong as the one showed by the conventional event. However, a more abrupt structure with a narrower global minimum region and a multimodal statistical distribution are observed, similarly to the conventional event.

ACCURACY ANALYSIS

To compare nonhyperbolic travel-time approximations was an important analysis to understand which approximation presents the best results and is the most reliable to perform a travel-time curve inversion procedure. This kind of comparison has been performed during the last decade (Aleixo & Schleicher, 2010; Golikov & Stovas, 2012; Zuniga et al., 2015, 2016a,b, 2017; Zuniga, 2017). As the recent works showed an extremely positive
results with the use of the approximation proposed by Li & Yuan (2001), the accuracy analysis of this equation is important to be performed concerning the L1-norm, once there is no previous works with this kind of tests.

After calculate the difference between the calculated curve with the selected approximation and the observed curve, the errors must be computed and compared for both reflection events and both norms.

For the PP wave reflection event, it is possible to observe that (as it was expected) the errors are significantly lower than the error for the converted wave reflection event (Fig. 5). However, the most important observation is concerning the comparison of the L2- and L1-norm, where it is possible to observe that for the PP reflection event, the L1-norm presents a lower error than the L2-norm. For the PS event, it is possible to observe the same behavior even with a more significantly lower error after the application of the L1-norm. Then, the L1-norm showed to be more efficient than the L2-norm for this kind of problem with a processing time 16% lower for the PP event and 17% lower for the converted event.

CONCLUSIONS

The approximation proposed by Li & Yuan (2001) showed a better result after the application of the L1-norm for PP and the PS reflection events. The narrower global minimum region and the more abrupt structure of the objective function were the most important improvements of the L1-norm rather than the L2-norm.

There was a significant improvement for both reflection events concerning the accuracy, and even with no difference of statistical distribution, the results are clearly more precise with the L1-norm.

So, even for an always multimodal approximation, the application of the least absolute deviation rather than the least
squares presented a strong enhance in the quality of the parameters recovery, with more accurate results.
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